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Isothermal anisotropic 
magnetoresistance in 
antiferromagnetic metallic IrMn
R. Galceran1,2, I. Fina1,3, J. Cisneros-Fernández1, B. Bozzo1, C. Frontera1, L. López-Mir1, 
H. Deniz4, K.-W. Park5, B.-G. Park5, Ll. Balcells1, X. Martí6, T. Jungwirth6,7 & B. Martínez1

Antiferromagnetic spintronics is an emerging field; antiferromagnets can improve the functionalities 
of ferromagnets with higher response times, and having the information shielded against external 
magnetic field. Moreover, a large list of aniferromagnetic semiconductors and metals with Néel 
temperatures above room temperature exists. In the present manuscript, we persevere in the quest for 
the limits of how large can anisotropic magnetoresistance be in antiferromagnetic materials with very 
large spin-orbit coupling. We selected IrMn as a prime example of first-class moment (Mn) and spin-orbit 
(Ir) combination. Isothermal magnetotransport measurements in an antiferromagnetic-metal(IrMn)/
ferromagnetic-insulator thin film bilayer have been performed. The metal/insulator structure with 
magnetic coupling between both layers allows the measurement of the modulation of the transport 
properties exclusively in the antiferromagnetic layer. Anisotropic magnetoresistance as large as 0.15% 
has been found, which is much larger than that for a bare IrMn layer. Interestingly, it has been observed 
that anisotropic magnetoresistance is strongly influenced by the field cooling conditions, signaling the 
dependence of the found response on the formation of domains at the magnetic ordering temperature.

During the recent years, antiferromagnetic (AF) materials1,2 have been proposed as an alternative candidate for 
spintronic applications3 in substitution of the traditional ferromagnets (FM). They would present the advantage 
of being robust against the presence of large magnetic fields at room temperature, because they do not show net 
magnetic moment to be modified. Moreover, compared to FM materials they present some interesting advan-
tages: i) they do not generate stray fields, thus enabling further downscaling of the bit size in magnetic memories, 
ii) they are much more abundant in nature4, and iii) faster switching than in FM has been predicted5 and exper-
imentally observed6.

Ways to read/write on AF are currently under development7,8. Reading AF materials is not a real bottle-neck 
for their use because simple electrical-reading strategies similar to those used on FM materials can be used in 
AFs. The simplest electrical-reading technique is anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR). AMR is an even function 
of the microscopic magnetic moment vector and depends on the relative orientation between the spin-axis align-
ment and the measuring current direction (j). Therefore, AMR is useful to infer perpendicular magnetic states in 
AFs. Indeed AMR has been used to obtain different resistive states corresponding to different magnetic states in 
AF semiconductor (Sr2IrO4)9 and in AF metal (FeRh)10. Similarly, tunneling anisotropic magnetoresistance can 
be used to infer magnetic states in AF11,12. Regarding the writing procedures, three methods have been demon-
strated to be effective: (i) exchange bias9,11,12, (ii) heat assisted magnetic recording10, and most recently iii) electric 
spin transfer torque13. In the present work we will make use of the former, exchange bias14,15, by using a bilayer 
system where a FM layer adjacent to an AF material drags the magnetic moment alignment in the latter through 
the so-called exchange spring effect.
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As mentioned, reports regarding AMR measurements on AF intrinsically modifying their microscopic mag-
netic moment vector are limited to Sr2IrO4

9, CuMnAs13 and non-isothermally in FeRh10, semiconductors and the 
metallic examples. However, to the best of our knowledge, isothermal AMR measurements on a metal have not 
been reported before. IrMn is a relevant AF material because it is often part of spin valve elements in commercial 
devices, and magnetic exchange coupling between AF IrMn and a FM has already been observed via Hall meas-
urement16, permitting, in principle, to measure the intrinsic AMR in IrMn exploiting this magnetic interaction.

In the present work, we focus on the AMR effect in an IrMn layer grown on top of an insulating FM 
(La2CoMnO6) and magnetically coupled to it. Therefore, the unique metallic part in the bilayer is the AF IrMn 
layer. This distinct measurement configuration allows us to perform in-plane transport measurements and infer 
a sizeable AMR response (∼ 0.15%) in a metallic AF (IrMn) using exchange coupling. This value is one order of 
magnitude larger than that obtained measuring a bare IrMn film thus, confirming the intrinsic nature of the effect 
and the coupling between FM and AF layers.

Results and Discussion
The characterized AF-metal (IrMn-2 nm)/FM-insulator (La2CoMnO6, LCMO) bilayer is sketched in Fig. 1(a) 
together with a HAADF STEM image. The HAADF STEM image makes evident the good quality of the LCMO 
(further characterization can be found in Supplementary Figure S1) layer and the sharp contrast between the 
IrMn and LCMO layers with no signature of cationic intermixing. The polycrystalline nature of IrMn can be 
inferred from the Supplementary Figure S2. Figure 1(b,c) summarize the magnetic properties of the LCMO/IrMn 
bilayer. Figure 1(b) shows the temperature dependence of the magnetization recorded while cooling the sample 
under 100 mT field along [100]LCMO (in-plane) direction. From the figure it can be inferred that the magnetiza-
tion increases while decreasing the temperature signaling the Curie temperature (TC) of LCMO at 250 K. M(H) 
magnetization loop recorded at 5 K along the [100]LCMO (in-plane) is also shown in Fig. 1(c). From the figure, a 
coercive field of HC =  1 T is estimated. Note also that M(H) curve is still hysteretic up to about 3 T.

The temperature dependence of the resistance of the whole stack, measured by using the contact geometry 
shown in the sketch of Fig. 2(a), and that of two control samples [a bare 2 nm IrMn film grown on a Si substrate 
(Si/IrMn) and a bare LCMO one] are shown in Fig. 2(b). The rapid increase of resistance of the LCMO layer (in 
black) while decreasing the temperature makes evident its insulating nature. In comparison, the resistance of 
the IrMn film (red line) is much less (extrapolation suggests around 9 orders of magnitude of difference at low 
temperatures), and comparable to that of LCMO/IrMn bilayer. Note that the resistance of IrMn slightly increases 
while decreasing the temperature; this effect can be ascribed to the low dimension of IrMn layer. The displayed 
transport characterization allows concluding that the overall resistance measured in the LCMO/IrMn bilayer can 
be ascribed to the IrMn layer.

Now we focus on magnetotransport characterization performed on the LCMO/IrMn stack and on an IrMn 
control film (Si/IrMn). Archetypical anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR =  (R(Φ ) −  R(Φ  =  0))/R(Φ  =  0)) meas-
urements have been performed by rotating the applied magnetic field by an angle Φ  in the plane of the sample 
as sketched in Fig. 2(c), where Φ  is defined as the angle contained in the plane of the film with Φ  =  0° at applied 
field perpendicular to the measurement current. Regarding LCMO, the magnetic field is applied along the [100] 
direction at 0° and along the [010] at 90°. The applied magnetic field (3 T) is well above the coercive field, thus 
ensuring that LCMO magnetization is aligned parallel the applied magnetic field. The central result of our work is 
shown in Fig. 2(d): an AMR response as large as 0.15% is measured on the IrMn/LCMO bilayer at 5 K after a field 
cooling process (FC) from high temperature (400 K) in a magnetic field of 2 T applied along the [100] direction. 
In contrast, the bare IrMn film does not show any relevant dependence on the applied field direction. The contrast 
between both measurements indicates that in the bilayer system the LCMO magnetic moment rotates following 
the applied field, and this rotation promotes the rotation of the magnetic spin alignment of the IrMn layer, allow-
ing us to detect the AMR response of IrMn. Note also that the AMR is asymmetric and more pronounced for one 
direction of the magnetic field (with Θ  near to 90°). However, opposite asymmetry in the AMR is observed when 
the field cooling process is performed in the same conditions but with H pointing along the [010] direction. AMR 
response after a zero-field-cooling process (ZFC, empty squares) is significantly smaller and does not exhibit the 

Figure 1. Materials and magnetic properties. (a) Sketch and STEM cross-section of antiferromagnetic-
metallic (IrMn, 2 nm)/ferromagnetic-insulator (La2CoMnO6, LCMO) bilayer (b) Magnetization vs. temperature 
measured with H =  100 mT. (c) Magnetization vs. applied field measured at 5 K with H. In (a) and (b) H is 
applied in- the plane of the sample (//[100]STO).
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archetypical cos2Θ  shape. The relevance of these results is twofold. Not only they confirm the existence of a mag-
netic coupling between the IrMn and the LCMO layers but also the distinct shape of the measured AMR clearly 
evidences the relevance of the field cooling conditions on the magnetic coupling. Complementary experiments 
on equivalent sample with a 10 nm thick IrMn layer instead of 2 nm show that the AMR vanishes (Supplementary 
Figure S3), revealing that the effect is confined at the interface as expected for an exchange spring effect. The 
found variation of AMR (0.15%) is smaller than that found in antiferromagnetic FeRh films10, where the used 
methodology was not isothermal. However, in the present case the value can be largely influenced by the fact that 
the IrMn magnetic order is only partially dragged by LCMO. The weak coupling is also revealed by the temper-
ature dependence of the AMR (shown below) which shows rapid vanishing while increasing the temperature.

The existence of magnetic coupling between both layers is also signaled by the shift in the magnetic hys-
teresis loops recorded at 5 K, performed after cooling the LCMO/IrMn bilayer with a magnetic field applied 
along opposite directions. These loops are shown in Fig. 3(a), the large coercive field of LCMO makes difficult 
to distinguish the presence of exchange bias. Zoomed image shown in Fig. 3(b), allows identifying a sizeable 
difference when comparing both loops. For the sake of clarity, M(H) curves have been fitted to the expression 
M =  M0·tanh[(H −  HC)/δ H] +  χ PM·H17, where M0 accounts for the switchable magnetization, HC for the magnetic 
coercive field, δ H for the width of the magnetic susceptibility, and χ PM for the paramagnetic contribution. Lines 
through data point correspond to the fitted data in Fig. 3(a,b). The exchange bias field [(HEB =  HC

+ −  HC
−)/2] 

after the fitting is plotted in Fig. 3(c) (for the complete list of the values extracted from the fits see Supplementary 
Table S1). The HEB magnitude (HEB ≈  1.5 mT) lead to an interface energy (Δ E =  HEtFMMFM) of ≈ 0.01 erg/cm2, 
which is considered low, but in agreement with previous estimations for IrMn films grown on other ferromag-
netic materials14.

The dependence of the AMR response on the intensity of the applied magnetic field is shown in Fig. 4(a). The 
rotation of the sample with respect to the field direction at H =  0 T provides the noise level of the experiment. 
Increasing the field to H =  1 T, sizeable AMR values, yet scattered, are measured. AMR gradually increases while 
increasing the magnetic field, as evidenced also by the AMR map of Fig. 4(b). In the latter, it is interesting to note 
that the AMR saturates near 3 T and onwards. The saturation can be correlated with the fact that even though Hc 
is about 1 T as shown by M(H) loops of Fig. 1(c), the irreversibility field extends up to 3 T. On the other hand, it is 
also worth mentioning that AMR strongly depends on the orientation of the applied magnetic field with respect 
to the sample plane (see Fig. 4(c)). AMR response is stronger in the in-plane configuration (IP) [equivalent to 
Fig. 2(d)] than in the out-of-plane one (OOP), where the magnetic field is rotated from a direction perpendicular 
to the current (α  =  0) to perpendicular to the plane of the film [α  =  90°, where α  is the angle containing the direc-
tions perpendicular to the current in the plane of the film and the normal to the film as sketched in Fig. 2(c)]. The 
non-zero value of both the IP- and the OOP- AMR indicates that the magnetization of LCMO drags somehow the 

Figure 2. Transport and magnetotransport characterization. (a) Sketch of the electrical contact 
configuration for the STO/LCMO(20 nm)/IrMn(2 nm). Equivalent to the one used in the Si/IrMn sample.  
(b) Temperature dependence of the absolute measured resistance for LCMO films with and without IrMn  
on top. Resistivity for IrMn at 5 K, temperature for the sample grown on SiOx and the one on LCMO is near  
700 μ Ohms·cm. (c) Sketch of the applied magnetic field orientation with respect to the measurement current  
(d) AMR =  (R(Φ ) −  R(Φ  =  0))/R(Φ  =  0) measurements at 5 K and μ 0H =  3 T for STO/LCMO/IrMn and Si/IrMn 
samples recorded after field-cooling the samples at 2 T Φ  =  0° and Φ  =  90° indicate the field cooling direction 
perpendicular and parallel to the current, respectively.
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antiferromagnetic domains of IrMn in both directions; however, the coupling is smaller when the magnetization 
is pointing along OOP-axis.

Finally, the temperature dependence of the AMR (at 3 T) is shown in Fig. 4(d). The dependence of AMR on 
temperature shows that AMR vanishes at 15 K well below TC and TN

11. The rapid vanishing of the AMR with tem-
perature signals that the magnetic coupling between both layers is rather weak. This result, complemented by the 
observed asymmetric behavior of the AMR response depending on the field cooling conditions (Fig. 2d), allows 

Figure 3. Exchange magnetic coupling effect. (a) Magnetization versus applied magnetic field loops recorded 
after field cooling the samples along opposite directions. (b) Zoom of the (a) panel. In a and b, lines though data 
points correspond to the fitting of the expression M =  M0·tanh[(H −  HC)/δ H] +  χ PM·H. (c) HEB extracted from 4 
different hysteresis loops recorded upon successive field cools along opposite directions is plotted.

Figure 4. Temperature and magnetic field dependence of anisotropic magnetoresistance. (a) AMR 
measurements at 5 K and various fields for STO/LCMO/IrMn sample. (b) Map of AMR measurements at 5 K 
and various fields IrMn. (c) Dependence of the AMR on the plane of rotation of the magnetic field at 5 K. IP is 
the plane of the sample [with Φ  angle as defined in Fig. 2(b)] and the OOP is the plane containing the directions 
of the current and the normal to the film [with α  angle as defined in Fig. 2(b)]. (d) AMR recorded at different 
temperatures at 3 T.
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safely discarding metallization of the LCMO/IrMn interface, uncompensated spins, and/or spin hall effect18,19 as 
the main sources of the observed effect, because these contribution are expected to remain as far as the insulating 
layer is ferromagnetically ordered (up to 250 K).

Summary and Conclusions
We report sizeable AMR response of 0.15% in LCMO/IrMn bilayer system that is uniquely ascribed to IrMn, 
since the resistivity of LCMO layer is about 9 orders of magnitude above that of IrMn layer. This is observed in 
contrast with the negligible effect measured in a stand-alone IrMn layer, being former result the first isothermal 
measurement of AMR in a metallic antiferromagnetic material. The effect is observed owing to the existence 
of a magnetic exchange coupling between the LCMO and IrMn adjacent layers via exchange spring effect, also 
revealed by direct magnetometric data. The dependence of AMR response on the field cooling conditions and 
temperature together with the asymmetric behavior of the AMR response depending on the field cooling condi-
tions, allows safely discarding uncompensated spins as the source of the observed behavior.

Methods
Sample growth. An IrMn layer (2 nm) was grown on top of a ∼ 15.8 nm thick La2CoMnO6 (LCMO) layer, 
both prepared in-situ by RF magnetron sputtering. The LCMO layer was c-oriented, epitaxial and fully strained 
(see ref. 20 and Supplementary Figure S1 for further structural characterization) and it was grown on top of a 
(001)-oriented SrTiO3 substrate. The stacking sequence is shown in Fig. 1(a). Pervious works on IrMn films of 
similar thickness make evident using heat capacitance experiments the AF nature of the IrMn-layer11 and that 
magnetic coupling between IrMn and adjacent FM layer is present via an exchange spring effect even at the last 
IrMn atomic layers15.

TEM characterization. (S)TEM images have been acquired by using FEI-TITAN 80–300 operated at 300 kV.

Magnetotransport characterization. The resistance of the bilayer has been measured using a 4-points 
contact method. The contacts are placed on top of the structure as shown by Fig. 2(a). The excitation current 
was set to 100 μ A. The magnetic characterization was performed by using a SQUID magnetometer (Quantum 
Design).Transport properties were measured in a Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS, Quantum 
Design) using a rotating sample holder allowing a precise control of magnetic field (magnitude and direction) 
and the temperature. Temperature and magnetic field were varied at a constant rate of 2 K/min and 180 Oe/s, 
respectively. Raw measurements of the magnetization vs applied magnetic field were corrected by subtracting the 
diamagnetic contribution from the substrate.
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